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T

his study aims to determine the relationship between selected factors of rating dissatisfaction and
employees’ satisfaction on the appraisal decisions. The factors of rating dissatisfaction that examine
in this study are including raters’ attitude, rater’s error, halo effect, recency effect. This study used
positivism as a research philosophy and quantitative methodology was used to examine the
relationship between independent variables and dependent variables involves. A cross - sectional survey
was used to collect data from different groups of respondents at from a variety of personnel departments
in different categories of works in broadcasting agency, Sarawak, Malaysia. Questionnaire was the
research instrument used in this study to collect data. Validity and reliability issues of the instrument
were taken care by conducting the best practice goodness of data preparation. 150 sets of the
questionnaires were distributed and only 130 completed sets of the questionnaires were successfully
collected and used for further analysis. The data that collected were analyzed through Statistical
Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) version 14.5. Descriptive statistic used to explain the demographic
characteristics of respondents. Pearson Correlation Analysis used to identify
the relationship between the selected variables involves. The findings of this
study have shown that raters’ attitude, recency effect and deflation of marks
are significantly related to dissatisfaction among employees in performance
Key words:
appraisal decisions. Based on the findings of the study, the top management
- Decision
of departments can gain some insight into their employees’ satisfaction of
making
their performance appraisals decisions. It is recommended that there is a
Employees’
need for more transparent performance appraisal processes and more
appraisal
professional roles of the raters in performing their job. This study contributes
- Rating
significantly to the body of knowledge, human resource practitioners, policy
makers and others interested parties on issues pertaining to the relationship
errors
between job satisfaction and job performance. Implications and
recommendations for future research have also been put forth in this paper.

Introduction:
This study want to examine the
relationships
between
selected
factors of rating dissatisfaction and
employees’ satisfaction on the
performance appraisal decisions.
Anderson (1993) indicated that one
of the most important tools in an
organization is the performance
appraisal system. This is because the
employees are considered as a
strategic asset of the organization
and
could
determine
the
organization’s survival (Bernardin,

2003; Ahmad, 2007, pp. 1). Through
the appraisal system a supervisor is
able to observe and evaluate the
employees’ performance in the
workplace with relation to the set
standards of their work performance.
Performance appraisal often can be
used by managers for decisionmaking purposes in relation to
employee counseling, promotion,
training,
development,
salary
administration,
bonus
payment
allocation, personnel auditing, work

motivation, selection and training
program validation. A large number
of
studies
have
investigated
competencies
in
performance
appraisal systems. For example,
there are studies which have
attempted to examine performance
appraisal and its true performance,
and how competencies boost
performance, with decidedly mixed
results (see Pallianapan, 1998;
Ahmad, 2007). Several studies have
examined
the
conventional
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